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Abstract
This paper based on analysis and study of how organizations gain a customer loyalty, and what are affect a consumer behavior. The reader can can simply prove that increase customer lifetime value, build real customer relationship base on relevance, influence the elasticity of a purchase decision, and increasing share of wallet are very and important factors that guide any to gain a customer loyalty. The findings prove that the factors that mentioned in this research have a direct effect on the customer behavior, and give them a specific data to gain customer loyalty. This paper focus on customer behavior, understanding this behavior will guide to gain a customer loyalty. These factors can guide to gain this loyalty before the competitors do. The designing of the practical implication is very willing, and it can be used by any organization that needs to gain a customer. Examples are the originality of this article which is used to build a good reputation and achieve the success in an honest way. The four factors which have a positive effect for organizations to stay customer behavior.
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Introduction
One of the important sources of competitive advantages nowadays from a service provider point of view is a customer loyalty. Many studies showed that the direct link between increasing the loyalty of the customer and profitability of the organization[1]. What is a Loyalty program? It is one of the most important element today of the relation between the customer and the management is a loyalty program which is "Information technology that enables firms to practice individual-level marketing has facilitated the spread of loyalty programs into such diverse industries as gaming, financial services, and retailing [2]p. 290. "Also, there are other definitions for the loyalty programs such as: A) A loyalty is simulated with an attitude, which is lead the customer to build a relationship with a brand[3]. B) " loyalty mainly expressed in terms of revealed behavior [4] p.12." C) The purchase situation, circumstances and individual's characteristics, all of these factors affect the moderate of buying[5].

Today, Many organizations initiated this program and support it with an investment in creating databases on its members [6].
For the time being, 62% of the customer which they represent the one third of the whole number of the customers they said that they are joined the loyalty program at least one of them, although only 26% agree that it leads to greater loyalty [7]. If we consider the theory behind customers loyalty theory, we will find it very simple: Money will be made by organizations that return their customers, are more and continuous than that organizations that lower the cost but will pay more to acquire new customers [8]. Meeting customer needs and demands is one of the most important factors of any organization’s success [9].

In this paper we will see the most important factors that affect a customer behavior toward a customer loyalty program which are: Customer Lifetime Value, Build real customer relationships based on relevance, Influencing the elasticity of a purchasing decision, and increasing share of wallet.

**Research Methodology**

Today many studies are based on one kind of research method, also some of them are based on combination between two of these methods. One form for "developing new theoretical insights"[10]p. 506" is the review centric research approach in which a researcher reviews “existing theory and research [10] p. 506” which had been used in this literature. Some articles are using case studies which are used widely in methodological literature. It is research's strategy focusing on the dynamics to be understood, the dynamics which are presented within available settings[11]. There are two reasons to use a case study which are: to test and generate theory and for the description to be provided[12]. Based on studies done by:[13-17], there are many factors effects a customer behavior. Be comparing them and evaluate the studies I found the following: 1) Customer Lifetime Value, 2) Build real customer relationships based on relevance, 3) Influencing the elasticity of a purchasing decision, 4) Increasing share of wallet. These are the most effective factors that affect a customer behavior.

**Types of Customer Loyalty Programs**

It is known that, the customer are different we have a long term customer, also on the other hand we have a short term customer, we distinguish them be knowing this future exchanges. Transaction's customer oriented they are not fix on satisfaction, they are rely. Moreover, relational exchange's customer orientated they are relay on commitment and trust [18]. Since there are many types of customer behaviors, there should be a different loyalty programs, and all of them are targeting a customer loyalty. Many organizations use at least one of them; some organizations use more than one. Here are some of these programs:

- **Frequent Buyer’s Rewards System**

  This is the most common program it is based on the point. How much the customer, he/she will gain a point on it. After that the customer can exchange the point with many free things such as: discounts, free gifts, etc. For example, if the customer spend 20$ in the grocery shop, he/she will gain 20 points, once the customer reach 100 points he/she deserve a discount with 25% on any product from the shop[19].

- **Tier System**

  This system is classifying the customer, be the small rewards to be offered for the new customer to enable he/she to try the product. After that monitor customer's behavior by increasing these rewords with a purchasing behavior. For example, hook a new customer by giving him/her very good and attractive offers to enhance him/her to come back. Once he/she come back, the program's path to reach a highest level or stage of the organization’s loyalty program should be shown to them[20].

- **Fee-Based Loyalty System**

  Taking a one-time fee or an annual (not big amount of money) from the customer to let them able to see the special offers offered be the company or give the customer a special opportunity such as a free delivery, VIP lung and extra discount in some items. A good example here is AMAZON ,which is an online big market, offers a surface called prime, it cuts the customer 75$ per year and allowed them to ship any item in a free two days shipping without limitation in year and also without minimum items[21].

- **Rebates System**

  By give a customer and fixed amount of many back from his/her purchasing amount. Here we can consider a VISA credit card reword system, it gives back for the customer, in cash, 1% of his/her purchasing amount[22].
Non-Monetary/Community Program
In this kind of loyalty program the customer has an opportunity to support a case that he/she believe on it. This is depend about the knowledge of the organization in the customer personality, and how their brand affect this [23].

Coalition
In this kind the organization find a strategic partner for their programs; this will help a lot in the growth of the company and customer retention. To find a good and fit company to make this partnership, the seller should understand very will the customer behavior and he/she purchase process. A good example here is American Express; they have a big number of partners. They have redeemed over 2$million in rewards, their customer can use these amounts in one of their partners such as Staples, Zappos, and whole food [24].

Organic Loyalty
Hardest and best, this is the best explanation for this program. Implementing this program needs an effort from the seller to attract a new customer and let he/she tries out the product and also the seller should be able to impress he/she on the get-go. The seller should be able to share and also to communicate the brand's value on the first time when the customer interacts. Voluntary loyalty is a kind of this program's results, which not needs from the seller a big efforts to maintain[25].

Importance of the Factors that affect Customer Behavior
This model below is representing how it is important to understand a customer behavior to gain his/her loyalty, deep understanding and reading of the customer's behavior will make him/her easy to attract. The model provides useful tools which assist to reach a customer concerns before the competitors. Also, the model gives a specific step about some human concern in a market. Some researches and studies were the basic of these steps. These researches and studies are from much recourse where many organizations did them in their business. To be familiar and to understand the market's situation these days, these models will help a lot and what the customer needs in any kind of business the used in daily life. It will be clear later on this paper that the explanation under each factor from the foure factors is not enough to gain and be successful in gaining a customer loyalty, It is clear recognized that In the model four factors have shown details under each one explain that factors are not only enough to get succeed with to gain a customer loyalty, actually the small moves that will be done will affect any decision that firm will have made, then these factors will help achieving the goal.

Factors Affect a Customer Behavior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor (Independent Variable)</th>
<th>Goal/Objective (Dependent Variable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor 1: Increase customer lifetime Value</td>
<td>H 1: Increase customer lifetime Value has a positive effect on Customer Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 2: Build real customer relationships based on relevance</td>
<td>H 2: Build real customer relationships based on relevance has a positive effect on Customer Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 3: Influencing the elasticity of A purchasing decision</td>
<td>H 3: Influencing the elasticity of A purchasing decision has a positive effect on Customer Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 4: Increasing share of wallets</td>
<td>H 4: Increasing share of wallets has a positive effect on Customer Behavior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Goal: Customer Behavior
"It is the behavior of the customer which impacts their decision to purchase or not purchase the product."
Depending on their decision and their usage, an organization decides which products to manufacture and to continue. The positioning of the product is dependent on the consumption of the product and this behavior of consumers may be related to any kind of products or services[26] p.11."

Factor 1: Customer Lifetime Value (CLV)
"CLV is increasingly being recognized as one of the most important measures of the worth of a customer. It takes into account not only the customer's value now but the expected value over their projected lifetime as a customer. Being able to identify customers through a loyalty programme means being able to monitor long-term customer lifetime value, and being able to identify the demographic, sociographic, and even purchase profiles that define the most profitable customers - and that knowledge enables you to target and develop more of them [27] p.14."

Factor 2: Build real customer relationships based on relevance
“Building a relationship with customers can lead to improved behavioral loyalty and thus to increase bottom-line profits. The key element, trust, can be built up by always excelling in customer service and problem correction, and by providing consistently good products and services that suit the customer's unique needs. Surprise and delight can be achieved by delivering personal offers for the most profitable loyalty program members, such as birthday discount shopping days[28] p. 460."

Factor 3: Influencing the elasticity of a purchasing decision
“Elasticity expresses the importance and weight of a purchasing decision - effectively the level of involvement or indifference. This applies to both the customer and the business. The more important your product or service is to the customer, the more trouble they have probably taken in their decision to do business with you, and the more likely they are to stick with what they have decided[29] p. 220."

Factor 4: Increasing share of wallet
“Share of wallet expresses how much of a consumer's total spend in a given category their award to your company. As markets become saturated and customers have so much more to choose from, share of wallet becomes increasingly important. It is cheaper and more profitable to increase your share of what the customer spends in your sector, than to acquire new customers[30] p.13."

Factors Analysis
Customer Lifetime Value
It is a useful factor for the seller to forecast and estimate a future sales and profit, also, it is extremely helpful to control the cost and the efficiently use of the resources[31]. Customer lifetime value shows the seller how much he/she should spending to acquire a new customer[32]. Furthermore, it is helpful to know which customer bringing the most profit to the business. There are two reasons to find the lifetime value of a customer which are: to know, identify, and understand the customer and customer’s behaviors with different characteristics. Also, to identify what influence customer's behavior and then change their life time value[33]. It is healthy factor for any business. It is very important for any business to focus not only in short-time benefits but for long-time benefits. The strong financial performance is a logic result for applying and understand customer life time value[34].

Build Real Customer Relationships Based on Relevance
The most important thing about tis factor is the existing customers can be a good and useful source to provide a new sales leads[35]. By building a good relationships with a customers, the question’s doors can be opened[36]. Are the characteristics of the current customer shared with other people are they might meet? Maybe the current customers know some people they will be ideal customer for your now services or products that you are planning[37]. However, these things will not be clear unless you ask. Also, the current customer can be good eyes for you to know about your competitors; actually they are a good source. They can keep you informed and updated about your competitions and what they are doing, and this is a good source for improvement[38]. This information are free you don’t have to pay for it since the good relationship are built. The customers know what they want, or where they are willing to spend their many. If this information clear, then you can return your customer back in future[39].
Influencing the Elasticity of a Purchasing Decision

We can consider that the price elasticity of the product is more than one, if we consider a product are price's elastic. On the other hand, the demand of the product will be raised to highest level of proportion than the price, if the price elasticity of the good is less than one[40]. Also, the business owners can determine an income elasticity, the easiest way to do this is by conducting a survey[41]. This will help the companies to divide the users into two groups. Then understand and determine how their purchases decision are effected by their income[42]. This survey can contain some type of questions to under the average that can be paid be the customers or what they are willing to bay[41]. Moreover, the firm's pricing decisions are effected by price elasticity, by determining the reasonable profit margin. the rate of change of demand is described in response to price's change by the price elasticity of demand[43].

Increasing Share of Wallet

Taking 100% as a share of wallet from the customer, that means this customer completely loyal to the business, and will not spend any dollar with any competition[9]. Also, if the share of wallet shows a small percentage this is can be considered as an indicator that the customer are not satisfied. So this open an horizons of improvement to meet a customer satisfaction[30]. To acquire a new customer, it will cost eight times than to retain an existing one. So increasing the share of wallet should be increased to increase the profitability[44]. Because it will be more easy to offer and sell an additional products for an existing customer than offer them to a new customer[45]. Understand and measure a share of wallet will help the seller to increase the budget in some accounts that will help the business, all of the previous information came from a real feedback, it’s a customer share of wallet[46]. Also, it gives the seller an opportunity to profile the ideal customer's account. Developing a plans for this account and also, plan a recovery for this account[47].

Conclusion

The market today is very big, a lot of variety a lot options in front of the customer. The competitors are always there to gain a big market-share by gaining the customers. Applying these factors increase customer lifetime value, build real customer relationship base on relevance, influence the elasticity of a purchase decision, and increasing share of wallet will enhance the understanding of the customer behavior which will guide to gain bigger market share by win a customer loyalty. Moreover, there are some programs and software helps the companies to understand the customers. Questions will be helpful such as survey or friendly questions. But the ways to open the doors for questions are by applying these factors.
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